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Tikkun Leil Shavuot
Saturday 8th June

A NIGHT OF REVELATIONS

Come to Study and Celebrate Shavuot together
with Mosaic and Kol Chai
For a night to remember
• Cheese and wine supper
• Cheesecake exhibition (please bring one if you can)
• Study and workshops to include study of the Book of Ruth, drama
improvisation, Jewish meditation, discussions and more
7:00 pm Mosaic Liberal service, 7:30 pm Cheese, wine & study,
10:20 pm Separate Reform & Masorti services

AT KOL CHAI, 434 UXBRIDGE ROAD, HATCH END, HA5 4RG

ABOUT OUR MEMBERS

COMMUNAL

Shabbat Refreshed at MR
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by Rabbi Kathleen
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S

habbat Shira – our joyful, musical
family service – has been going now
for at least 8 years, not to be confused
with the traditional Shabbat called by that
name in which we read the portion containing
the Song of the Sea (Shirat ha-yam) in Exodus
chapter 15.
Created by David Pollak and myself in 2011
to appeal to members of all ages – from 0-100
– who like music, singing and an altogether
more relaxed and hands-on service, Shabbat
Shira has become a ‘brand’ in and of itself.
As the special Shabbat Shira melodies (some
specially composed for the occasion by David
Pollak) became more established, a call for
similar family friendly and join-in-able services
led to the creation of our now well-established
‘Rosh Hashanah Shira’, ‘Yom Kippur Shira’
and the very popular ‘Erev Simchat Torah
Shira’ services, all with their own distinct,
joyous melodies, musical accompaniment
and an opportunity for children and adults to
be more hands-on involved with the service,
whether it is dressing and undressing the
Scrolls, carrying and lifting Scrolls or being
called up (for the first time) or playing a role in
the creative retelling of the parashah.
Seven years on and a lot of the younger

families who came and supported our monthly
Shabbat Shira services (see archival picture
above) have grown up, quite a few of those
young children in the photo are now teenagers
who find it hard to vacate their beds even for
a school day, let alone on Shabbat, which is
after all is a yom m’nucha, a day of rest…
While other members often asked me why they
cannot enjoy the Shabbat Shira service too?
So, in order to allow greater participation
within the wider community and also to
allow the teenagers a taste of their favourite
shabbat music without the need for getting
up before lunch, we will pilot a few changes;
instead of a separate Shabbat Shira service,
we will incorporate the Shabbat Shira music
into the traditional service as we have done
successfully at the B’not Mitzvah service of
Shachar and Tamar Noble-Bougay and we
would like to invite all families to come and
support this more family friendly shabbat
morning service which we have renamed
Shabbat Refreshed.
In addition, we would like to pilot a couple
of Friday night family services, which will also
incorporate the familiar Shabbat Shira music,
followed by a chavurah supper so that families
have a chance to relax and reconnect together
after the service.
The dates for Shabbat Refreshed services
will be: 15th June, 13th July & 9th November
The Family Friendly Fridays followed
by Chavurah supper will be on: 13th
September & 13th December

>> Continued bottom of page 9
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AGM Results
Mosaic Jewish
Community Limited
Officers 2019/2020
Joint Chairmen:
Jeff Highfield
Mark Phillips
Hon Treasurer:
Tony Fineberg

W

Mosaic Reform
Synagogue
Honorary Officers &
Members Of Council
2019/2020
Chairman:
Lawrence Chadwick
Hon Treasurer:
Anne Banks
Hon Secretary:
Caroline Chadwick
Joint Presidents:
Steve Noble
David Safir
Council:
Robin Goldsmith
Harry Grant

Council:
Caroline Bach		
Adrian Cohen
Lindsey Cohen
Brigitte Levin
Maureen Lubert
Miriam Smith
Alan Solomon
Kevin Ziants

Mosaic Liberal
Synagogue
Honorary Officers &
Members Of Council
2019/2020
Chairman:		
The Mosaic Masorti
Daniel Brown
AGM is on 2nd June,
Vice Chairman
so their results will
Hana Schlesinger
appear in the next
Treasurer:
issue.
Steven Sanderson

Listen for a Change

hen David Bowie sang ‘Ch ch ch
changes’, he wasn’t thinking about
the changes we at Mosaic will soon
be facing when we change location. But he
did recognise that change has to happen if we
are to move forward.
In June we will be embarking on an exciting
community-strengthening
project
called
‘Listen for a Change’ to help us create a
vibrant community in which members feel
connected to their roots, to each other and to
their Jewish identity.
Based on a tried and tested process used
by successful Jewish communities worldwide,
the project involves holding one-to-one
conversations with members based around
four questions.
A group of Mosaic members has already
volunteered to spearhead the project and
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Jeff Highfield		
David Martin
Mark Newman		
Stefan Roos
Michelle Singer

will be contacting members across the
three communities. At the initial meeting the
volunteers practised the four questions in
pairs and were amazed at the powerful feeling
of friendship and openness which resulted.
Michelle Singer, project coordinator
explained: “We discovered new talents,
interests and skills which could be a real asset
to the community. We also found a strong
connection through our relationship with the
Jewish community. All it took was for one
person to ask four simple questions and to
give the other person space to share their
thoughts.”
Over the coming three months members of
the project will be asking whether you would
like to have a one to one conversation so you
can make your voice heard at this time of
change.

LET’S TALK ABOUT
MENTAL HEALTH
Tuesday 2nd July
7:00 - 9:30 pm

at 39 Bessborough Road, Harrow HA1 3BS

Mental health issues can affect anyone at any time.
Specialists in the field will share their professional experiences
followed by questions and a panel discussion.
Please come along to learn more about services for adults,
psychological treatment for young people and the promotion
of wellbeing in schools.

Speakers include:
Tanya Paxton; Borough Director Harrow. Tanya takes the lead
role in the Mental Health Unit at Northwick Park hospital.
Karen Millet; clinical psychologist for children and adolescents.
Karen worked in CAMS (Child & Adolescent Mental Health
Services) for over 20 years and now practises privately.
Julia Alberga; project manager for Jewish Leadership Council’s
Wellbeing Project. Julia will be accompanied by a wellbeing
practitioner.

To reserve your place contact Gay Saunders
communitycare@mosaicreform.org.uk or (020) 8864 0133
by Monday 24th June
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UPCOMING EVENTS

UPCOMING EVENTS

Mosaic JACS Programme
June - July
All events are on Tuesdays and start at 14:00 with tea and cake, followed by a talk
and questions at 14:30
11th June	What the Quakers did for the
Jews of Nazi Europe
25th June	Dirk Bogarde – Nigel Coleman

Film Mosaic

At 8:00pm on Tuesday 18 June
th

9th July	A nice cup of Tea, where
does our tea come from –
Russell Bowes
23rd July	Audrey Hepburn –
Howard Slater

(SUBTITLES available)
Donations for our chosen charity would
be appreciated if you care to give.
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Singing Seniors
Every other Thursday at 2pm

This is an invitation to all those who
would like to spend a few hours in
good company and enjoy a 3-course
home-cooked meal and entertainment.
Please contact Sylvia Kemp
020 8908 1988 at least one week
before to let us know you are coming.
Next dates:

Wednesday 19th June
Wednesday 17th July

Friendship Club

Next dates:

Thursday 13th June
Thursday 27th June

Entertainment for the over-60s

The Book Thief (2013)
While subjected to the horrors of World
War II Germany, young Liesel (Sophie
Nelisse) who is illiterate finds solace by
stealing books and sharing them with
others. In the basement of her home, a
Jewish refugee (Ben Schnetzer) is being
protected by her adoptive parents (Emily
Watson and Geoffrey Rush). This warm
and moving adaptation of the bestselling novel, tells the story of a young
orphan and the profound effect that she
has on all those around her.

Mosaic Senior
Lunch Club

Contact Gay Saunders
communitycare@mosaicreform.org.uk
Please join us to enjoy a warm
friendly atmosphere every Monday
with a 3-course lunch/tea and
biscuits followed by professional
entertainment. 11.00 to 14.30.
Please contact either Bertha Levy on
8421 2233 or Trudy Segal on
8423 3209 for further information, or
just come along.
JUNE
10th	
Jo Ballard entertains
17th	
Singer Stevie Permutt
24th	
Ascot Day

Happy Birthday
in June to:
Phoebe Ellison, 9
Jasmine Bell, 11
Harrison Rutstein, 12
Connor Buchalter, 16
Isabel Rafalin, 16
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REVIEW OF RECENT MOSAIC EVENTS

Red Nose Day for Comic Relief
– Friday 14th March

REVIEW OF RECENT MOSAIC EVENTS

JACS Presents
‘Sweets and Chocolates’

From Viv Block

(Photo: Maurice Hoffman)

O

nce again, I am writing to express my
personal admiration and thanks to the
wonderful team who organised this

event.
As usual grateful thanks to Jane Prentice,
Barbara Grant and Joan Noble for organising the
lovely buffet which involved much schlapping
and shopping around to ensure we had the right
quantities of food for the members who gathered
together for this important charitable event.
It started with supper at 6pm and was followed
by the normal Shabbat service.
Everyone attending (including the children)
seemed to have a truly enjoyable time.
Thanks also to Val Fineberg, Janet and Alan
Solomon for their invaluable help both in the

kitchen and laying the tables, and all those willing
members who helped to clear up afterwards (no
mean challenge!)
Thanks too to Maurice Hoffman (our resident
photographer!!) for taking some great pictures,
and to Michelle Singer for providing the music.
And last, but by no means least, thanks to Eddie
our caretaker for removing the chairs from the
prayer hall and setting up the tables required for
the supper. Of course, this all had to be reversed
before the end of the evening, so members were
able to enjoy the Saturday morning service the
next day.
Mosaic seems to be blessed with many
wonderful folk who are willing to give their time
and energy to make our ‘mammoth’ events so
special. God bless you all.

Contemplative Services at ML

There will be NO contemplative service in June. The next ones will be:
5th July at 19:00
2nd August at 19:00
6th September at 19:00
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Pictures taken during Jeni Plummer’s talk on ‘sweets and chocolates’ to JACS, Harrow on 30th April

JACS Presents
‘A Wondering Jew’

Pictures taken during John Fieldsend’s presentation to JACS, Harrow on 14th May. John was a Kindertransport
child and he is now an ordained vicar.

Continued from page 3: Shabbat Refreshed at MR
We hope both initiatives will be well
supported by all members and our families in
particular.
If you have any interesting ideas or
suggestions that may enhance the experience

of these services or which could make them
even more engaging for all members, or if
you would like to be involved in the leading of
them, please do not hesitate to contact me or
David Pollak.
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Suitcases have a life

A

by Edwin Lucas

t Seder time we read about the
Exodus from Egypt and we are
reminded how people left their
homes with no time to prepare for
their departure. It makes me think of
how they exited and how they carried
their goods and possessions. They
will have carried things on carts and
in whatever they could find.
Many of you will have read in the
weekly bulletin that in my day job, I
work alongside serving prisoners in a number
of establishments. Some of you will have heard
my talk about prison art to JACS and met a
lady who had served a long time in prison and
is doing well on release. This is due to pure
hard work and determination to succeed. She
made me think, as did a resettlement officer in
a prison. When a prisoner leaves prison, it is
like a house move, which indeed it is, and one
has to transport everything to a new location.
Some establishments give the freedom people
small bags, but in many cases the bags are
just too small to be of sufficient use. Many are
given clear bin sacks to start their new life. You
will ask what the problem is.
Many newly freed men and women are met
by a relative or friend at the gate, so when
they see the blue sky of freedom, they have
someone to take them to their first stop on
their journey. They are happy and content
looking towards a fresh start. There are others
who have nobody to meet them and they have
to start their journey with the pre-mentioned
clear bin sacks. Every single item is on show
for the world to see and the world does see, as
there is no way to hide that these people act
10

differently. Everyone will wonder
why they do not have a case or
a holdall. Why are they carrying
things in a plastic bin sack? Have
they been to the launderette or
are they homeless? These people
have served their sentences and
are free. They deserve dignity and
to be treated like all of us would
expect.
I visited a prison and saw
for myself people leaving with bin sacks. I
was humbled. I was sad. I was upset. I was
horrified at man’s indignity to man. One prison
has a scheme where they give newly freed
people who need to use public transport old
and damaged bags, holdalls and suitcases to
transport their worldly possessions on their
first day outside the walls. The difference this
makes is untellable. The newly freed people
feel confident and cannot be singled out in the
crowd. So where do you come into my story?
I am looking to collect 350 bags, holdalls
and suitcases to donate to one prison, to
help the free men to travel with dignity and
hold their heads up high, as members of the
wider free community. The cases can be in
ANY condition. That includes, buckles not
working, broken zips, a wheel missing, tears
and whatever damage you can think of. All
the items will be used. If you have anything,
please call Ann in the office and she will advise
you what to do. You can also drop me an email
at edwin.lucas@ntlworld.com
Every item will find a good continued user.
Above is a picture of one carload of items, at
the start of their journey of dignity.

The Bnei Mitzvah Charity Challenge

H

by Sam Feldman

i, I’m Sam Feldman (son of
Jewish Child’s Day. The boy I have
Anita and Jonathan – MR
been paired with is called Yakir, he
members) and I am twelve
is also twelve years old and lives
years old. This Summer, in early July,
with his mother and two siblings in
I will be setting out with an organised
Netanya. Yakir’s family have been
group for a weekend of climbing in
treated by the welfare department
Snowdonia. The weekend begins
throughout his life due to financial
with an early start on Friday leaving
distress and a background of
Sam Feldman
Edgware at 5am, arriving by midday
violence.
Hopefully,
with
my
and then a climb on the Friday afternoon. sponsorship money, he will be able to
Shabbat is a rest day and then the main climb have a Barmitzvah like every Jewish child
of Mount Snowdon will be on Sunday (a seven deserves. For more information please look at:
to eight hour hike) followed by the journey jcd.uk.com/support-us/bnei-mitzvah-twinning
home and then back to school on Monday!
If anyone in the community would like to
This climb is organised by a group called ‘The sponsor me please follow the link below:
Bnei Mitzvah Charity Challenge’ to give pre
www.virginmoneygiving.com/AnitaFeldman
Bar/Batmitzvah children the opportunity to
I will be happy to write an article for Kehila
challenge themselves physically for a charity on my return with some pictures my mum
of their choice.
will take, if she can keep up! Many thanks in
I have chosen to raise money for a less advance for any sponsorship donations which
privileged boy from Israel, through the charity will help towards my target of £360.

Ode to Brexit – by Sheila Rosen
Oh, what a tangled web we weave
When first we decided it’s time to leave
The Brexit debate goes on for ever
Some say let’s go while others cry Never!

There’s no consensus, no common cause
The nation’s divided and that is because
Nobody’s willing to alter their views
So Brexit continues to be the main news

Free movement of people will end we’re told
So no more bus passes when you’re old?
And how are they going to control our borders
When we’re an island nation surrounded by
water!

Let us all hope the end is in sight
And we’ll soon be able to sleep at night
And in spite of all the apparent derision
In 50 years time we can change the decision!
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WHAT WE HAVE BEEN DOING

Tiny spot on the map
Letter dated May 5th from Vera Gellman’s cousin in Israel

S

o, what do the last 36 hours feel like
from a tiny spot on the map, called
Kfar Aza, my home. We are only 2 km
from Gaza, a semi state governed by Hamas,
whose ideology is similar to the Moslem
Brotherhood, Isis, Hezbollah, Jihad Islami and
Al Qaeda. To the best of my knowledge there
is no other place on earth, where a radical
Islamic entity borders on a western Judeo
democracy.
Over the last 36 hours almost 700 missiles
have been fired into civilian communities in
our area. About 90 per cent have been shot
down by the Iron Dome system. But those
that were not, have caused death, destruction
and fear. Schools are closed, shops closed,
services shut down. Thankfully my son Alon
and family left the kibbutz, to be out of range
for the time being.
We have spent many hours in our bomb
shelter, but today I had to take Barbara for
emergency dental treatment to Ashdod. Ten
minutes after leaving Ashdod, rockets were
fired on the city – more dead and wounded.
We drove home on back roads to avoid
passing Ashkelon, where several people were
killed today.

When we were close to the kibbutz, the sky lit
up with a barrage of 6 incoming missiles on the
left side of the road, then the explosions of the
Iron Dome missiles that shot them down. Ten
seconds later, another barrage of ten missiles
on the right side of the road. It is impossible to
judge where they will hit. Do we stop the car
and lay flat on the ground, or not. It’s simply
Russian roulette.
The road to the kibbutz is closed by the
army. We had to take back roads from another
direction, through a neighbouring kibbutz to
bypass the access road, because that road was
targeted today by Hamas – they fired a Russian
made anti-tank missile, called a Kornet, at a
civilian vehicle on the road, killing the driver.
The short distance I had to drive on an exposed
road, I drove in the dark without lights, making
it more difficult for the laser guided weapon to
aim at our car.
How do I explain all this to my panic-stricken
golden Labrador, who will not leave my side ?
Life here is 95 per cent paradise and five per
cent hell. We are in the 5 per cent right now.

Communal
Seder

Yom HaShoah

Edwin master-minding the packing of 700 yellow
candles for Yom HaShoah. They were then
distributed throughout Mosaic and beyond.
Group picture from the Mosaic Communal
Seder on 20th April (Photo: Samantha de
Magtige)

Purim
Lighting the candles at the Mosaic Reform Yom
HaShoah service on 2nd May

Going down

National Garden Scheme
‘Open Garden’ at the Grants

Barbara and Harry Grant are delighted to be opening their garden for charity again
this summer – Saturday 29th and Sunday 30th June 2019. Venue is 124 Highfield Way,
Rickmansworth WD3 7PH. Entry is £5 for Adults (children free).
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MR revered director of music gives a cuttingedge interpretation of Queen Vashti at the
Purim service on 20th March

Edwin is a bit off-course on his way to Stanmore
Hill. More details in the next edition
13

MOSAIC CALENDAR

HAMAKOM (RELIGION SCHOOL) UPDATE
by Viki Kenton and Toria Bacon

S

breeze – perfect for flying our
ince we last wrote about
handmade kites. The children
HaMakom, we have held
also made their own bow and
two fun-filled and very
arrows or Magen Davids by
popular events.
winding wool around sticks,
At the end of the Spring
created bonfire sculptures
term we held our very first
and designed their own
‘HaMakom’s Got Talent’, which
Israeli flags. We finished off
showcased the wide array
the morning with a family
of talent, skills and hidden
picnic. Thank you to all the
aptitudes that the children at
parents who joined us; it was
HaMakom have. From poetry Jacob – HGT winner
the perfect end to a fabulous
reading to piano playing,
acrobatics to karate – your children have it all! morning.
We are also delighted to announce that
We had a panel of excellent and fair-minded
judges, who were very impressed with all of HaMakom has just received the highest
the performances and had the difficult job of award from the National Resource Centre
scoring the acts. But – their final decisions for Supplementary Education. This was after
a rigorous process of observational visits,
were:
In joint third place: Ione and Amy, who both interviews, scrutinized paperwork and a
sang beautiful solos, Ione also included a final presentation to a panel of assessors.
great little dance. Then, in joint second place, We are very proud of our achievements,
came Ava and her ballet dance and Maya, with which highlight the great work that goes on
a contemporary dance. Both girls showed at HaMakom and the part we all play in its
great musicality, emotion and grace. And success. We cannot wait until our visit to the
our amazing winner, with his incredible guitar House of Commons, to receive our award.
“We are absolutely delighted that the Sidney
playing and song writing skills was Jacob! His
songs are so catchy; we are still singing them Fenton Trust have kindly offered to support
HaMakom again by donating £300 towards
weeks later.
We are very proud of all the children who an Ivrit scheme called Aleph Champ. This
entered – they are an inspiring, brave and scheme will be used by the children in the
middle classes, alongside the books that they
talented bunch.
Our next event was a joint celebration for are currently using, to offer a flexible and more
Yom Ha’atzmaut and Lag B’Omer held outside varied Ivrit curriculum which will help meet the
at King George park in Bushey. We started the needs of individual learners.
This is the second time that The Sidney
morning with wide games, running around
and working in teams to get all the children Fenton Trust has donated money to HaMakom
in a celebratory mood. We were lucky to and we are all very grateful for their ongoing
have beautiful, sunny weather with a light support.”
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EVERY WEEK

Unless otherwise stated, all events take place at 39 Bessborough
Road, Harrow HA1 3BS.
The times/locations of weekly services are as below, unless
otherwise stated: Mosaic Liberal: Bessborough Road: Friday 19:00
Saturday 11:00
HEMS: Girl Guide Headquarters (GGHQ), Hatch End: Saturday 09:30
Mosaic Reform: Bessborough Road: Friday 19:00, Saturday 10:30

June | July

Monday 11am – Friendship Club
Every other Thursday 2pm – Singing
Seniors
Sunday (term time) 9.45am – HaMakom

JUNE		

JULY		

Sat 1st		

Shabbat Bechukotai

Tue 2nd

19.30 Mental Health Information Evening (see p5)

Sun 2nd

10.15 Mosaic Masorti AGM

Wed 3rd

20.00 Council meetings

Mon 3rd

11.00 Harrow Friendship Club

Fri 5th		

19.00 Contemplative service

Wed 5

20.00 Council meetings

Sat 6 		

Shabbat Korach

th

Sat 8th		

Shabbat Bemidbar

19.00 Erev Shavuot
		
All Mosaic communities attending services at
		
Kol Chai (see cover)

th

Sun 7th 12.30 Stone-setting – Leonard Silverman,
		
Edgwarebury Lane
15.00 80+ Tea Party

Sun 9th 		

1st Day Shavuot

Tue 9
14.00 JACS – A nice cup of tea – Russell Bowes
		
(see p6)

Mon 10th		

2nd Day Shavuot

Wed 10th 20.00 Mosaic Book Group

th

Tue 11 14.00 JACS – What the Quakers did for the Jews
		
(see p6)

Sat 13th		

Sat 15th		

Shabbat Naso

Sun 14th 09.45 HaMakom – Term ends

		

11.00 Shabbat Shira

Wed 17th 12.30 Lunch Club

Sun 16th		

Kehila copy date

Sat 20th		

Shabbat Balak

Sun 21st		
13.15
14.00
14.45
15.30

Stone-settings at Cheshunt
Victor Sinclair
Susan Rotter
Jack Sheldon
Philip Lewis

th

Tue 18th

20.00 Film Mosaic – The Book Thief (see p6)

		

Photo Group (outside venue)

Wed 19th 12.30 Lunch Club
Sat 22nd		

Shabbat Beha’alotecha

Sun 23rd 14.30 Stone-setting – Ruth Glassman (sister of
		
Pauline Pike), Edgwarebury Lane
Tue 25th

14:00 JACS – Dirk Bogarde – Nigel Coleman (see p6)

Thur 27th		

Kehila distribution

Sat 29th		

Shabbat Shelach Lecha

Shabbat Chukkat

11.00 Shabbat Shira

Tue 23rd 14.00 JACS – Audrey Hepburn – Howard Slater
		
(see p6)
Fri 26th

18.00 Mosaic Liberal at Sufra

Sat 27th		

Shabbat Pinchas
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The Mosaic office is
open 09.00-15.00
Monday-Thursday

Office: 020 8864 0133
Website: www.choosemosaic.org
Email: admin@choosemosaic.org
Address: 39 Bessborough Road, Harrow HA1 3BS

Chairman:
Daniel
07884 941743

Joint Chairmen: Jeff Highfield and Mark Phillips
chairman@choosemosaic.org
HaMakom (Religion School):
Toria Bacon and Viki Kenton
headteacher@hamakomschool.org.uk

Chairman: Lawrence Chadwick
07798 935873

Brown

Vice Chairman: Hana Schlesinger
020 8863 3417
Rabbi: During Rabbi Frank’s
sabbatical, contact the synagogue
office in case of need.
Rites and Practices: Kevin Ziants
07841 375458
Liberal Judaism: 020 7580 1663
Undertakers:
Michael
King
Funeral
Directors
020 8368 7453 / 07595 956 936
Community
Care:
Esther
Aronsfeld,
communitycare@
mosaicliberal.org.uk

Joint
Chairmen:
Edwin Lucas – 07973 312851
Gill Ross – 07428 162473
Burials Officer: Edward Kafka
020 8904 5499
JJBS: 020 8989 5252

Hon
Caroline
07746 718390

Secretary:
Chadwick

Rabbi Kathleen Middleton
020 8866 9225 (please use
only when Office is closed)
rabbimiddleton@mosaicreform.
org.uk
Bereavement
Support:
Bobbi Riesel 020 8428 7977
JJBS: 020 8989 5252
Community Care: Gay Saunders
communitycare@mosaicreform.
org.uk

www.choosemosaic.org

